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“[M]ust be considered the best,
most complete and user-friendly
treatise on civil federal court
litigation currently in print.”
–T
 yrone C. Fahner
Chicago Daily Law Bulletin

“This treatise belongs in the
library of every lawyer and
law firm that engages in
any significant amount of
commercial litigation in
the United States.”
–T
 homas R. Schuck
The Federal Lawyer
“This is a treatise that any lawyer
who practices in the area of
business and commercial
litigation will find invaluable.
... The profound practicality
of the materials and their
discussion of tactics and strategy
should make it a resource of
first resort for any litigator,
young or old.”
–M
 ichael D. Zimmerman
Utah Bar Journal
“There is nothing like it. It is the
single most useful tool for the
federal litigator in existence,
except possibly the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure. ... I have
tried hard to think of a relevant
subject matter that is not
covered in this treatise but I
cannot come up with one.”
–P
 aul C. Saunders
New York Law Journal®

Learn to handle every stage of commercial litigation
from inception to resolution. This treatise includes
in-depth discussion of litigation procedure and
substantive law, practical advice and strategic guidance,
and numerous special features to help you represent
your client successfully and cost-effectively in federal
courts.
A joint venture between Thomson Reuters and the
American Bar Association Section of Litigation, this set
features the work of 296 expert authors, including many
of the best-known commercial litigators and judges in
the United States.
Prior editions have received more than 300 favorable
book reviews in bar journals and legal newspapers.
Enhanced with 25 new chapters, revisions to the 128
chapters carried forward from the Third Edition, and
discussion of thousands of new cases, this seminal work
has now been completely revised and expanded.

Features and benefits
• Unique and invaluable resource that has become the
definitive work in its field
• Effective strategies for each step of a case, from
investigation and assessment through pleadings,
discovery, motions, trial, appeal, and enforcement of
judgment
• Seventy-eight substantive law chapters that cover the
subjects most often encountered in commercial cases,
including securities, antitrust, banking, contracts,
insurance, sale of goods, intellectual property,
professional liability, business torts, franchising, and
many other business and commercial law topics
• New chapters that cover such additional topics as
marketing to potential business clients, teaching
litigation skills, social media, regulatory litigation, civil
justice reform, cross-border litigation, securitization and
structured finance, advertising, health care institutions,
and more
• Coverage of litigation avoidance, crisis management,
and settlement techniques such as negotiations,
mediation, and more

• Litigation risk and cost/benefit analyses that enable you
to evaluate procedural steps in the context of an overall
litigation plan
• Treatment of litigation streamlining, technology, and
management by both law firms and corporations
• Extensive coverage of discovery procedures and
strategy, including such topics as depositions,
document requests, discovery of electronic information,
interrogatories, requests for admissions, and expert
disclosure
• Eleven chapters covering every aspect of trial
procedures, techniques, and strategies
• Comprehensive treatment of remedies, including
compensatory and punitive damages, specific
performance, rescission, declaratory judgments,
and more
• Over 50,000 citations to current cases, statutes, and rules
• Common chapter structure with time-saving and
practical features for all topics, and numerous crossreferences, so you can quickly find the information
you need
• Procedural and practice checklists, and checklists of
allegations, defenses, and sources of proof, that help
you plan discovery and evaluate your case
• More than 1,000 pages of essential litigation forms and
jury charges in print and on CD-ROM that facilitate
document preparation and drafting and help you
effectively manage a wide range of cases
• An appendix containing tables of laws, rules, and cases,
plus an index
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